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youth along the Tiber, so anxious of first reaching the goal. I would not outlive him* I should reflect too painfully on earlier, days, and look forward too despondently on future. As foil friends, lampreys and turbots beget them, and they spawn not amid the solitude of the Apennines. To dine in company with more than two, is a Gaulish and German thing. I can hardly bring myself to believe that I have eaten in concert with twenty; so barbarous and herdlike a practice does it now appear to me; such an incentive to drink much and talk loosely ; not to add, such a necessity to speak loud ; which is clownish and odious in the extreme. On this mountain summit I hear no noises, no voices, not even-of salutation: we have no flies • about us and scarcely an insect or reptile.
Caesar. Your amiable son is probably with his uncle: is k£-wen?
Lucullus. Perfectly: he was indeed with my" brother in Ms intended visit to me ; but Marcus, unable to accompany him hither, or superintend his studies in the present state of his health, sent him directly to his uncle Cato at Tusculurn, a man fitter than either of us to direct his education, and preferable to any, excepting yourself and Marcus Tullius, in eloquence and urbanity.
Caesar, Cato is so great, that whoever is greater must be the happiest and first of men.
Lucullus. That any such be still existing, O Julius, ought $0 excite no groan from the breast of a Roman citizen: But perhap§ I wrong you ; perhaps your mind was forced reluctantly back again, on your past animosities and contests in the senate.
Caesar.   I revere him, but cannot love him.
LucuUus. Then, Cams Julius, you groaned with reason ; and I would pity rather than reprove you.
On'the ceiling, at which you are looking," there is no gilding, and little painting . . a mere trellis of vines bearing grapes, and the heads, shoulders, and arms, rising from the cornice only, of boys and  girls climbing up to steal them, and scrambling fc^-them:  nothing overhead: no giants tumbling down, no Jupiter^!

